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I. INTRODUCTION 
We adopt the notation of [3], so that when h = (A,, A, ,..., Ak) is a proper 
partition of n, MA is the permutation module of the symmetric group 6, on the 
subgroup GA1 x GA2 x 1.. x GA1 over some field F. The Specht module, 9, is a 
submodule of MA. 
Over a field of characteristic zero, the ordinary irreducible representations of 
6, are given by the Specht modules, as h varies over partitions of n. More 
generally, we can put a natural bilinear form on MA, and then the irreducible 
FG, modules are given by 9/S” n SaL (see [2]). The object of this paper is to 
give a set of spanning vectors for SAL which is independent of the field charac- 
teristic. 
2. DEFINITIONS 
MA has a basis of tabloids {t}, which are simply the equivalence classes of 
tableaux of shape [A], under row equivalence. The bilinear form on Ma is given 
by 
<Pd, w> = 1 if {4> = {$,I, 
ZZZ 0 otherwise. 
In [3, Sect. 81, certain linear transformations t&6 were defined on MA. We here 
restate the definition, removing restrictions on the suffix 8. 
DEFINITION. #i,6 is defined to map {t} to the sum of all tabloids (t’} where 
{t’) agrees with {t} on all except the ith and (i + 1)th rows, and the (i + 1)th row 
of (t’} is a set of size 8: 
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(i) contained in the (i + 1)th row of {t} if 0 < 6 .< Xi+r; 
(ii) containing the (; + 1)th row of {t} if hi+l < 6; 
(iii) contained in the ith row of {t> if ---Xi < 6 < 0; 
(iv) containing the ith row of {t} if 6 f --Xi . 
(As in [3], we are including in our discussion improper partitions of TZ.) 
#i,s is an 6, module homomorphism. Since the maps involve changes in just 
two rows of (t}, it is sufficient to illustrate the maps in the case where (t} has two 
TOWS. 
EXAMPLES. We list the images of 
(c> = {I 2 3 4 51 
(6 7 81 
under various maps. 
tcr ~~tI+{1234578}+{1234568} 
1-l' 
VI (71 
+ {I 
2 3 4 5 6 
7) @I (1) 
Any 2-rowed tabloid is determined by its second row, so we write only the 
second rows in the next examples. 
31r1,,: @l-F 71 + (7 81 + (6 81 (2) 
k-1: (9 - (11 + (21 + (31 + (4) + (51 (3) 
h2:@3-{1 2}+{1 3)+{1 4}+(1 5}+(2 3)-t-...+{4 5) (4) 
$1.4: @I - (6 7 8 I} + (6 7 8 2) + (6 7 8 3) +{6 7 8 4) + (6 7 8 5f (5) 
&,-,: {t} - (I 2 3 4 5 6 7) + {I 2 3 4 5 7 8) + {I 2 3 4 5 6 8) (6) 
$1,9: {t] + the zero vector. (7) 
Next, we need notation for the image of #i,6 . 
DEFINITION. Suppose that ‘v is a partition of n, and 6 is an integer 
(a) Select q + v2 + ..’ + vi-r + / 6 1 + vi+* $- ... + IQ different integers 
from {I, 2 ,..., fz}. 
(b) Select a tabloid containing the integers, where the shape of the tabloid 
is 
[VI , v2 ,..‘> vi-1 ,0, 6, Vi+2 ,...> %I if 6 > 0, 
bl 1 V$ )..., vi-1 , 1 6 !, 0, vi+2 ,..., +] if 6 < 0. 
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(c) Sum all the tabloids of shape [v] which 
have our selected tabloid as a subtabloid if -vi < 6 < vi+r 
are contained in our selected tabloid if 6 ,< -vi or 6 > vi+r 
(d) Let G;,, be the submodule of MY spanned by the vectors in (c), as our 
selections in (a) and (b) vary over all possibilities. 
Most of the results here have been proved in special cases in [l]. 
At once, from our definitions, we have 
THEOREM 1. Suppose I&.~: M” --f MY. Then 
(1) Vj=A.jfWj#i, i+l, but Vi=Aj+Xj+l-ISI a?ZdVj+l=16]. 
(2) If 6 = vifl then Im kv,+, = %,+, . 
(3) Ifa = -vi+1 then Im #i,-vi+, = G;,-Ai+l . 
But also 
THEOREM 2. Gi,, = (Ker &#. 
Proof. We give the proof for 0 < 8 < hi+r . The other cases merely involve 
the change of a word or two. 
0 For every tabloid {t} of shape [h, , h, ,..., &-I , 0,6, &+s ,..., hb], 
C{ai / {ti} contains {t> as a subtabloid} = 0 
o For every tabloid (t} of shape [h, , h, ,..., &-r , 0, 6, hi+s ,..., &I, 
(&{ti}, the sum of all tabloids of shape [A] containing {t} as a subtabloid) = 0 
* 41~ + ... + as{&} E G;,; . 
Since this shows that Ker #i,8 = Gi$, the result is proved. 
Now, it was proved in [3] that if X has k parts, then SA = ni n6 Ker I,I&~, 
where i runs from 1 to K - 1 and 6 from 0 to AiLI - 1. Therefore 
COROLLARY 3. SAL = Cj Cs Gf,8 where i runs from 1 to k - 1 and S fiorn 0 to 
xi+1 - 1. 
Next, we give alternative descriptions of SA and SAL. 
Suppose that h, 3 h, and h# = (X, , As) and h = (h, , h,). Then, by [3, 
Theorem 9.11, SA#vA = nkil Ker #& , where &$ is a 4 map defined on M(Ae,A1). 
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Trivially, SAX+’ E S(Al,nz) and #& corresponds to the map #i.--B for MfA1J2). 
Therefore, if [A] is a proper 2-rowed diagram, 
AZ-1 k-1 
5”’ = n Ker #1,6 = 
6=0 
fi Ker L--6. 
Note. This result can also be obtained by following the lines of [l, Corollary 
2.31. 
Since 1+4 maps involve changes in just two rows of a general diagram, [h], the 
above result shows that 
Ai+l-l &+1-l 
n Ker kG = n Ker #i,--6. 
6=0 6=0 
This provides alternative characterizations of S* and SAL: 
THEOREM 4. SA = ni ns Ker $i,--6 and SAL = x:i Cs G:,-, where i runs 
from1 tok-laandSfromOtohi+l-l. 
The reason for proving these alternative expressions is that while the first 
description of S” is the easier to use, the second expression for SAL is the better. 
Combining our results for Im $i,6 and Ker I,$,~ , we have 
THEOREM 5. If h and v are connected as in Theorem l(l), then 
(1) GZ-y,Ai+I is isomorphic to the duaE of G:,vI+, , and 
(2) G;,-hi+l is isomorphic to the dual of G~,-v,+, . 
Proof. Giv,hd+l = Im #i,v,+l c MAIKer #i,v,+l = MA/Gi$s+l ec dual of G&.+, .
Result (2) is proved in the same way. 
Theorem 5 is very powerful for the following reason. It is proved in [2] that: 
Any submodule of MA is contained in SAL or contains 9. (*I 
Suppose that G? ~~-*VC+l 3_ S. Then Gl,-Ai+l is a submodule of MY containing at 
least all the irreducible constituents of 9. Such a construction is not easy to 
perform by other methods, even over a field of characteristic zero. 
In view of (*), it is useful to have a result which tells us whether Gf,d is 
contained in SAL or conatins 3. The answer is provided by 
THEOREM 6. 
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Proof. The result for / 8 1 < hi,., is given by Corollary 3 and Theorem 4. 
When I 6 I > hi + &+i , Gi 6 = 0 C SAL. The definition of Gi,s shows that 
if -(A, + A*+,) < S < 0, then G,?,, = Gf,G+Ai+Ai+l . Thus, we are left with proving 
result (2) for --hi < S < --h,+r . 
Let {t} be a tabloid of shape [A]. In part (b) of our definition of Gi,, , choose the 
tabloid which agrees with {t} off the ith and (i + 1)th rows, and has the first 
( 6 1 elements of the ith row oft in its ith row. Then the vector in part (c) of our 
definition has just {t} in common with the polytabloid et. This shows that 
G,“,s g SAL, and so G& 1 S’. 
We illustrate the last paragraph of the proof with: 
EXAMPLE. Gjffj $I S(4*2)1, since 
(1 2 3 4) 
+ 
(1 2 3 5) 
+ 
(1 2 3 6) 
(5 61 (4 61 (4 51 E ~‘42’ 1. 3 
and 
(1 2 3 4) ;; :I 3 4) (1 6 3 4) (5 6 3 41 _ _ 5 61 (5 2) + u 21 E $4.2). 
Combining Theorems 2 and 6, we can always decide whether Ker Z& C SAL 
or Ker #i,6 3 S”. 
All the composition factors of SA n 9’ come from Specht modules, SJJ, with 
p before h [2, Theorem 51. Knowledge of these factors is sufficient to determine 
the decomposition matrices of the symmetric groups. Experience indicates that 
the structure of Specht modules must be examined, and not merely their modular 
characters, to construct decomposition matrices. It is hard to show irrefutably 
that the decomposition matrices of 6, cannot be calculated entirely by inducing 
and restricting characters, using maximal subgroups. However, no character 
theoretic argument is known for determining the multiplicity of the trivial 
character in [6, 3, I] modulo 2, and we conjecture that none exists. It appears 
that the restriction of [6, 3, l] to all subgroups of 6,a contains the trivial 
2-modular character three times, but a difficult argument, given in [I], shows 
that [6, 3, l] contains the trivial character just once. Smaller problems, such as 
showing that the trivial character is not in [5,2] modulo 2, nor in [5,3] modulo 3, 
can be solved by restricting to carefully chosen subgroups. 
Although it seems impossible to proceed directly from the descriptions of S” 
and So’, given here, to a description of 9 n SAL in general, this line of attack 
appears the most promising for solving particular problems which do not yield 
to other methods. 
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